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開催概要
ジャポニズムにおいて、装飾、工芸やデザインの分野では豊かで多彩な作品が生み出されたにも関わらず、技法や材質が多様なため、その研究は多くの未踏の領域を残しています。今回は科学研究費の研究課題に沿って、西洋各国で、どのような思想のもとにどのような作品が生み出されたのかを国際の研究者を招いて検証します。
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Japonisme and British Women’s Art Embroidery for the Victorian Interior, 1870-1900

Elizabeth Kramer

In their exploration of Japonisme, art historians have traditionally focused on the connection between two-dimensional media such as Japanese printmaking and Western, particular French, painting, examining how the former served as a catalyst in the development of Modernism in art. Although Japonisme has correctly been viewed as an essential component in the development of modernist pictorial art, the wider influence of Japanese art on design and amateur craft practice has been equally striking but more slow to occupy a central place in scholarly enquiry. In 1991, Toshio Watanabe highlighted the need for such attention in his preface to Japan and Britain: An Aesthetic Dialogue 1850-1930, a catalogue aimed at correcting the neglect in art historical studies of art movements developed outside of those in Paris through its consideration of the artistic exchange between Great Britain and Japan.¹ Eight years after the publication of Japan and Britain (1999), Akiko Mabuchi similarly asserted that Japonisme was too narrowly focused on the pictorial arts, especially the link between painting and ukiyo-e prints.² She further urged for a more sophisticated view of Japonisme, beyond a mere act of admiration for Japanese art, in which ‘Japonisme constituted the materialization of each creative artist’s interpretation of Japanese art, a process during which the “original” has been fully digested and assimilated.’³ This paper intends to address the concerns voiced and challenges set by Watanabe and Mabuchi in its focus on a medium traditionally marginalized in Japonisme studies but whose design was nonetheless strongly affected by this cultural exchange: textiles, particularly embroidered items.

This study takes its consideration of this artistic exchange a step further. While Japonist surveys published in the twenty-first century have expanded their remit to look at the ways in which the design of a wide variety of mediums was inspired by the Japanese example, the tendency has been to focus on singular works by known artists or designers, as evidenced in Lionel Lambourne’s discussion of decorative mediums such as furniture, fans, parasols and kimonos in Japonisme: Cultural Crossings between Japan and the West (2007). An exception is Hannah Sigur’s The Influence of Japanese Art on Design (2008), which extends its investigation beyond production to consider the consumption and distribution of decorative art in the Japanese style, elucidating the ways in which Japanese wares became available to a wide market, the key players in this process, as well as through an exploration of the Japanese influence on mediums such as stained glass, textiles, ceramics, silver and bronze wares. My paper similarly takes a step away from the traditional narrative of Japonisme in putting aside the discussion of unique works of known artists and designers to consider the use and meaning of Japanese textiles purchased by middle class consumers in their homes as well as needlework inspired by Japanese art and stitched by anonymous women for their homes in Victorian Britain between 1870 and 1900.⁴ While Sigur focuses on the American context, and her starting point is the topic of design broadly, my focus in this paper is the British context, and
my discussion will intertwine a consideration of consumption and amateur craft. While traditional accounts of japonisme focus upon and often credit artists, collectors and critics with disseminating their enthusiasm for Japanese art with the wider public, I want to stress the diverse ways in which middle class homemakers came into contact with Japanese art on their own terms.

Despite their marginalisation in Japonisme studies, ornamental Japanese textiles were widely collected, consumed and served as aesthetic and technical models in art, design and amateur craft. In relation to the discussion above, the absence of Meiji ornamental textiles, their collection and consumption in the art historical record can be explained in part by the modernist narrative offered by the traditional canon. The ephemeral nature of textiles is also well known. Ornamental textiles further fell out of taste around the time of the First World War and have been ‘relegated to attics and trunks’ with few fine examples remaining in esteemed collections. However, as is apparent from written sources, archives, visual and material culture from the Victorian period, Japanese embroidery was of great interest to a wide range of people in Britain throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. In 1868 the American painter James McNeill Whistler demonstrated his high esteem for Japanese embroidery in a letter in which he addressed the subject of colour in painting: ‘...the colours should be embroidered on [the canvas] – in other words the same colour reappearing continually here and there like the same thread in an embroidery; the whole forming in this way an harmonious pattern – Look how the Japanese understand this!’ In an 1874 lecture delivered to the Royal Society of Arts on the subject of the corrective influence that Eastern art, including Japanese art, held for British design, industrial designer Christopher Dresser held up an embellished kimono to demonstrate that ornament should be, ‘the expression of a poetic thought, or of a beautiful idea.’ In 1894, the aesthetic journal Aglaia: The Journal of the Healthy and Artistic Dress Union encouraged readers to display Japanese textiles within their homes as exemplary to their needlework, stating that, ‘it requires the intermediate colour tones of the originals to show the extent to which object-lessons from the Land of the Rising Sun have been foundation stones on which Western developments have been built...’ This paper uses accounts such as the latter to discuss the ways in which Japanese textiles, particularly embroideries, were used and valued within Victorian middle class interiors during the late 19th century. Extant textiles and needlework patterns, retail catalogues, domestic advice relating to home decoration and needlework instruction from books and ladies’ journals written with a middle class female readership in mind are the primary sources informing my research. The international symposium Japonisme in Design (December 2012) held at Japan Women’s University in Tokyo facilitated a comprehensive survey of patterns, needlework advice and advertisements for Japanese embroidered pieces available for purchase or exhibited for instruction in popular British journals, particularly those aimed at a readership of girls and young women, between the years of 1870 and 1900. The research undertaken in relation to Japonisme in Design will in turn affect my current research investigating the ways in which Victorian youths experienced or learned about Japan through toys and literature.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, advocates of the Aesthetic Movement asserted that beauty and good taste could be demonstrated in everyday objects. Deborah Cohen has asserted that this proclamation meant that art had become available to middle class consumers for the first time through ‘things’. Ideally, ‘artistic living’ offered the middle class consumers the opportunity to transform their domestic life into a profound aesthetic experience, an experience
formerly confined to the private collection, art gallery, or museum. For example, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Japanese imports, particularly lacquer ware and ceramics, were primarily available to wealthy collectors. Following the reopening of Japanese ports to trade with the rest of the world in 1858, the decorative art of Japan flooded the British market to such an extent that by 1879 the Furniture Gazette claimed that one could not walk 1000 feet in London without seeing something Japanese, demonstrating their accessibility to a wide market. They could be viewed or purchased at auctions, museums, galleries, curio shops, warehouses, department stores, Japanese villages and even charity bazaars. For example, the lacquer ware, once available only to the elite, could now be purchased by a wider audience. The Woman’s World informed its readers that Japanese fans, hand screens, and lacquered trays were being imported into London in vast quantities and were available for purchase from the price of a penny.\textsuperscript{12} Factories and amateur crafters also produced goods imitation lacquer ware as demonstrated by a wooden folding hanging letter rack, which has been painted in black and gold to imitate the look of lacquer (figure 1). This letter rack is an example of an inexpensive, accessible and usable item in the Japanese style that one would see in a Victorian interior.

![Figure 1: Imitation lacquer ware, folding hanging letter rack, c. 1890. Geffrye Museum of the Home, London.](image)

Japanese wares, including textiles and embroideries, were considered essential ingredients in fitting out artistic interiors. Nineteenth century domestic advice literature and journals\textsuperscript{13} detailed the wide variety of ways in which Japanese objects, including textiles and embroideries, could be used in home decoration to produce bright, colourful accents as aesthetic focal points. In the treatment of large surfaces, Japanese textiles could be used as curtains, portières or wall hangings, replacing stiff and bulky textiles in earlier Victorian interiors. An 1888 article expressed,

\begin{quote}
The Japanese produce nothing finer, more delicate or more essentially artistic than the silken embroideries which are now being largely used as hangings for drawing rooms and boudoirs and even as portières, where something light and graceful is preferred to the heavy tapestry-like stuffs which have hitherto been commonly used.\textsuperscript{14}
\end{quote}

Figure 2 depicts a woven Anglo-Japanese portière that is representative of what one might find in a middle class Victorian home. The lower central panel features stylised blossoms superimposed above a key ground with surrounding panels ornamented with geometric patterns – such as overlapping fan motifs (figure 3). Not only does its Japanese inspired design signal its owner’s artistic taste,
but so to do the aesthetic colours in which it is worked, in which claret and gold predominate. Not only were the design merits of portières important, but so too was their effect. In a drawing-room, traditionally reserved for entertaining or special occasions, the use of portières could theatrically enhance a space as well as the experiences taking place within it, ‘where every entrance became an occasion.’ In Victorian homes, textiles were often draped in front of or on top of objects with the intent of ‘softening edges’, providing a general sense of comfort. Portières could contribute to a comfortable, restful environment by muting noise and light from other rooms or the street.

As concerns about hygiene increasingly gripped the attention of design and health reformers in the late-nineteenth century, bulky textiles such as portières fell out of favour because of the dust, grime and odours that they were perceived to trap. The use of screens was sometimes advocated as an alternative, and Japanese screens embroidered in ‘glowing silks’ and golden thread were highly and frequently recommended in advice literature. An article from The Girls’ Own Paper, a magazine intended as improving and educational that included instruction on handicraft and was aimed at a readership of girls and young women, details a variety of embroidery patterns in the Japanese style one may wish to use in making one’s own holiday gifts. It points out that screens are practical in addition to beautiful, useful as firescreens, table screens or in lieu of doors. Japanese screens were widely available in a variety of materials and styles as demonstrated in contemporary department store catalogues such as Harrod’s (figure 4) and AW Gamage Ltd (figure 5) as well as in print advertisements such as that placed by Maple & Co. of London in 1871 (figure 6). The screens depicted in the catalogues include panels of embroidered, woven or painted designs, to suit a variety of purses. The Maple & Co. advertisement, which featured in a popular periodical rather than ladies’ or girls’ journal demonstrates the wide popularity of these objects. The advertisement boasts an inventory of Japanese screens ‘of every description’, stressing their singularity and beauty. Rich materials, in this case embroidered pieces stitched in satin and gold thread, were traditionally considered part of the luxury market available only to the very wealthy; but these materials were becoming increasingly available to the upwardly mobile middle classes as inexpensive imports, or imitation mass-produced or hand-made items and were desirable because of their traditional connotations with rare or costly items.

Instructions on crafting objects in the Japanese style for one’s home proliferate advice literature. In 1885, Myra’s Journal of Dress and Fashion published an article advising its readers on how
Figure 4: Screens from the Oriental Department, Harrods catalogue (1910)

Figure 5: 'Japanese Curtains and Screens', A W Gamage Ltd catalogue (1909)

Figure 6: Excerpt from Advertisement featuring in *John Bull* (1871).

Figure 7: Illustration from "Screens and Screen Making," *Myra's Journal of Dress and Fashion* (1885).

In constructing a screen (figure 7). The article encourages its readers to decorate the panels of the screen in 'Japanese' designs executed in coloured embroidery outlined in gold or to select Japanese leather paper for the panels if they were pressed for time.¹⁹

The illustration accompanying the article depicts rather unimaginative 'Japanese' motifs, but motifs that nonetheless would have signalled a 'aesthetic' affiliation to viewers. Japanese beauties in *kimono* alternate with panels depicting natural motifs including a crane on the far left. Of particular note, a textile has been festooned over the top of the 4-fold screen in the illustration. The draping of textiles within Victorian interiors signified comfort as harsh edges were hidden. Drapery was
also seen as adding a sense of refinement and was an artful practice open to homemakers. Gen Doy has pointed out that a long-established association exists between drapery, art, wealth and taste. Nineteenth-century advice writer Mary Eliza Haweis stated with regard to drapery that, '[t]o be healthy and happy, we must have beautiful and pleasant things about us. If we cannot have trees and flowers, mountains and floods, we can have their echoes—architecture, painting, textile folds in changing light and shade.' To list drapery in the company of architecture and paintings is a bold statement given the longstanding, rigid polarisation of ‘fine’ and decorative art in the Western tradition. As I have argued elsewhere, advice literature offered very specific instruction with regard to the types of textiles one should purchase for drapery and their use, to ensure that consumers were competent in selecting the most artistic and tasteful materials for decoration within their homes. For example, American domestic advice writer Constance Cary Harrison provided her readers with an extensive list of textiles that could be draped in the decoration of a piano. She recommended

...chiefly used odds and ends of rare embroidery; scarves of India cotton worked in tarnished gold; old Roman scarves; lengths of Japanese brocade in gold and prune and sapphire and scarlet...a bit of Chinese imperial yellow damask...

and continues to cite Chinese, Indian, Turkish, Algerian, Portuguese, Italian and Spanish examples. The significance of this rather exhaustive list lies in its thoroughness. By identifying the distinguishing traits of the textiles of different nations for readers, homemakers could exercise competence in shopping. These textiles were made affordable by the fact that they may be ‘odds and ends,’ or remnants, of costly textiles.

Remnants could also be incorporated into a variety of textile crafts for the home. In the 1880s, there was a vogue for Japanese or crazy patchwork, which arranged various pieces of fabric in a haphazard way joined by a variety of stitches. Sometimes Japanese motifs were embroidered into fabric or the patches could be arranged to produce a ‘Japanese’ effect. In the poem ‘Chaos-Work’, which appeared in the comic paper *Funny Folks* in 1886, a husband dumbfoundedly observes his wife’s crazy quilt and asks what it all means. She replies, ‘from chaos order will appear-tis thus a calm succeeds a storm; a cosy for the teapot dear. These fragments in good time will form.’ Getting into the spirit, the husband expounds, ‘Could I upon my travels start, the rarest fabrics art can weave I’d bring you from some Eastern mart. In China and far Japan I’d gather costly stuffs galore, and thus complete the pretty plan of her I evermore adore!’

![Figure 8: A Winter Corner, from J. E. Panton, Nooks and Corners (1889).](image-url)
Advice writers went to great lengths to suggest that a limited budget need not limit the artistic decoration of the home, and inexpensive Japanese art wares are frequently incorporated in their examples. Fans and hand screens, including embroidered examples, number among the most popular and affordable objects to be used decoratively in the Victorian domestic interior. They could be displayed together as ‘trophies’ or selectively within an arrangement of other decorative objects. An illustration from J. E. Panton’s domestic advice book *Nooks and Corners*, trophies are displayed on the walls, and are discussed as brightening the room in the depths of winter (figure 8).

Despite the detailed and systematic advice available to women on the subject of decorating their homes tastefully, female homemakers were increasingly portrayed as indiscriminate consumers of mass-produced junk associated with the Japan mania. The use and worth of cheap Japanese imports is ridiculed in a cartoon from a comic paper dating 1888, which depicts workers staggering under the weight of a large consignment of Japanese hand screens and the quip, ‘What can they be for?’ (figure 9). Designer J. Moyr Smith directly attacked the *Art at Home* series, a series of commercially successful and relatively inexpensive domestic advice books intended to educate middle and lower-middle class women in matters of regard to home decor. He complained ‘everyone aspiring to a name for taste had her mantelpiece befrilled, draped, and furnished with a convenient apron or curtain . . . Japanese fans were sputtered over the walls, sometimes on the ceilings as well...’ and attributes such distasteful displays to female intuition confused with knowledge. This dismissive attitude continues to hold some currency in current art and design historical enquiry, although its connotations are less directly related to nineteenth century issues of gender, power and cultural capital. For example, Linda Zatlin has argued,

![Figure 9: Comic from *Fun* (1888)](image)

As with any fad...the fashion for Japanese trappings was a superficial engagement. It demanded no emotional investment nor any time for reflection on the country from which the parasol or lantern came. It merely required the expenditure of a few shillings on a spur of the moment purchase to enable one to own something exotic. The discussion above refutes Zatlin’s dismissal and demonstrates the important role such consumption played in projecting oneself or family as tasteful through the artistic decoration of one’s home. Careful scrutiny of the instructional literature and patterns aimed at amateur needlewoman producing needlework for their own home further demonstrates the dissemination of sound design
principles practiced by British design reformers such as Christopher Dresser or William Morris and clearly expressed in popular journals further demonstrating the shallow nature of the aforementioned criticism. The conventionalisation of natural motifs as appropriate to the forms that they are intended to embellish without removing the vitality from such forms, as well as the use of harmonious colours schemes, are emphasised again and again, and Japanese examples are frequently held up as examples of excellence. Retailers took note of the educational role that Japanese art was seen as playing in the home. For example, an advertisement for oriental embroideries from Gregory & Co. stated that its stock could ‘serve as models for showing fitness in design and for harmonious arrangement of colour’ (figure 10). 27

![Figure 10: Gregory & Co. Advertisement](image)

The establishment of art embroidery in the 1870s, for which Japanese art was exemplary, further allowed women, particularly amateur needleworkers, to engage with notions of beauty and taste in their own creations for the home. As the Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts Movements had challenged and blurred the line between the rigid Western hierarchy of ‘fine’ and decorative art, many declared embroidery as art and sought to elevate it to its former glory. *Opus Anglicanum*, ecclesiastical embroidery produced in England between 900 and 1500, became the standard measure of excellence to which English embroiderers were encouraged to aspire, in a sense reclaiming their internationally renowned embroidery heritage. 28 However, this idealised period had long since passed and few extent examples remained so alternative models had to be called upon, and Japanese embroidery was frequently cited.

Japanese embroidery was held up as the example *par excellence* for satin stitch and laid and couched work, all techniques strongly associated with *Opus Anglicanum*. For the latter, Japanese gold thread was reputedly the best available. 29 Liberty & Co. of London marketed Japanese gold thread, as, ‘the best quality and warranted not to tarnish’. 30 *Woman’s Handiwork in Modern Homes* stated that, ‘gold is rarely absent from [Japanese] work –these thorough artists comprehending its importance in beautifying silken surfaces’. 31

The way in which Japanese embroidery employed colour was also held up as exemplary to amateur needleworkers. An 1889 article claimed that the Japanese, ‘... have the power of
The possession and display of Japanese textiles within the home was believed to encourage them to produce harmonious colour combinations in their own embroidery.

Although the technical execution, stylised design and colour were praised in the embroidery of other Eastern nations, critical commentators signalled out the ability of the Japanese artist to portray a sense of vitality when stylising nature as exemplary. The lively depiction of cranes in an early twentieth-century fukusa demonstrates the type of embroidered object available to someone on a limited budget (figure 11). Harrison commended the way in which Japanese artists depicted nature conventionally yet with a freedom of expression stating: ‘This is why a Japanese screen in the house is a liberal education to the follower of art-needlework’.

Figure 11: Detail of fukusa, early 20th century from Elizabeth Kramer’s collection

The inspirational role that Japanese art played in Britain is apparent in needlework instruction in women’s and girls’ journals. Sometimes examples of Japanese textiles or other mediums were illustrated as instructive, as demonstrated in an example from an 1880s issue of The Girls’ Own Paper, which included designs for two hand screens in the Japanese style (figure 12). These drawings are not highly detailed but crucially depict the stylisation of natural motifs, appropriate to the flat forms that they embellish. In addition to their Japanese-style motifs, the written directions for constructing these hand screens offer readers advice on achieving artistically tasteful yet affordable objects. The author recommends working on satin in satin stitch and outlining in gold or satin thread – materials that signalled luxury and taste and with which Japanese embroidery was closely identified. The author further advises using a handle of black wood in imitation of a lacquered or ebonised handle, a cost effective alternative in sourcing materials. Special attention is further given to recommending ‘artistic’ colours to readers: ‘If very pale blue or green silk or satin be used, the stems should be worked in dark brown, and the flowers in white silk; it will thus have a very pretty Japanese effect...’

In 1890, the Girls’ Own Paper illustrated an embellished kimono, notably decorated in stylised floral motifs (figure 13), as well as three Japanese mon (figure 14) meant to be used as motifs in amateur needlework.

Given their elegant conventionalised design, mon were widely called upon for design inspiration. Japanese design manuals and books of mon were widely available for purchase in Great Britain.
from the 1870s. Such books were purchased by designers, as can be seen in a page of actors’ crests designed by Shigenobu (c. 1855) contained in William Burges’ 1858 album *Polychromy*, as well as in illustrations from Dresser’s *Japan: Its Architecture, Art and Art Manufactures*, published over twenty years later in 1882. Their inclusion in amateur needlework instruction again demonstrates an amateur knowledge of how the Japanese example was meant to elevate British embroidery artistically. Similarly, ladies’ and girls’ magazines presented *mon* or patterns derived from *mon* to their readers as inspirational in other textile handicraft instruction, as demonstrated in a crochet pattern from 1883 (figure 15). The scalloped lace of the crochet pattern is likened to both ‘beautiful old church windows’ and the ‘quatrefoil wheel in Japanese embroidery’. This description conflates different times and cultures, however as explained previously, few examples of *opus anglicanum* remained and the process and conditions under which it was created were lost to the distant past, Japanese embroidery was turned to as an appropriate model for this lost process. Writers on the subject of embroidery stated that the needlework of the Orient was produced under the same conditions as old English work, and served as an appropriate model. Amateur needleworkers even had the opportunity to observe Japanese embroiderers practicing their art in Britain at Japanese villages.
These were commercial venues intended as entertainment that transplanted and exhibited Japanese dwellings, shops, tea-houses and people in the West. At the Japanese Villages, the public was invited to watch Japanese people at work in ‘authentic’ settings from whom they could purchase wares. Japanese villages such as the 1885 village at Albert Gate, Hyde Park, attracted wide interest, and a number of references to them appeared in women’s journals, such as the *Lady’s Pictorial*, which advertised, ‘Fresh arrivals from Japan, Five Streets of Houses and Shops constructed and peopled by the Japanese, who may be seen engaged in their various occupations as in their own country’.38 The Queen included a full-page illustration of the Japanese Village featuring the buildings, people and activities that one was likely to find, including embroidery work.39 A second article in *The Queen* describing the Japanese Village singled out embroidery as of primary interest to women: ‘The shop for embroidery is besieged by ladies while that in which the ivory, mother-of-pearl, and wood is carved and the metal chased for inlaying cabinets, &c., is chiefly affected by the men’.40

The conflation of Japanese and English needlework is demonstrated again in a pattern for a cushion, composed of stylised roses and hawthorn blossoms and intended to be worked in satin stitch (figure 16). The article from an 1887 issue of the *Girls’ Own Paper* advises its young reader to employ ‘delicate shades of red, pink, blue, and green, such as one sees on old china plates’ to achieve an ‘artistic appearance’.41 The authors further states that this designed cushion calls to mind ‘a revival of old days, and the result is not unlike a specimen of handiwork as might have been produced by an industrious dame of the early eighteenth century, though both in design and execution it is somewhat Japanese in style’.42 These parallels were reinforced through exhibitions, such as the 1881 Royal School of Art Needlework’s exhibition of Ancient Needlework which featured British examples such as a bishop’s robe from 1218 alongside modern Japanese embroideries.43 Despite dislocations of time and place, Japanese work in materials, style and execution was ideally equated with the bygone embroidery of old England.

---

Figure 15: ‘Fancy Braid Crochet’, *The Girl’s Own Paper* (1883)

Figure 16: ‘Art Needlework’, *The Girl’s Own Paper* (1887)

This paper set out to analyse the relationship between Japonisme and textile consumption and design, particularly embroidery, in Victorian Britain. Rather than focusing on the work of named designers, the spotlight has been on elucidating the many ways in which middle class consumers used Japanese textiles to decorate their homes and the meanings of such decoration in Victorian Britain. It also demonstrated the importance that Japanese art played as an exemplar for amateur embroidery, arguing that this artistic exchange was informed by sound design principles. These
principles were demonstrated to be taught at an early age in a survey of Anglo-Japanese needlework designs featured in *The Girls' Own Paper*, intended for a readership of girls and young women.


5) Hiroko T. McDermott and Clare Pollard, * Threads of Silk and Gold: Ornamental Textiles from Meiji Japan* (Ashmolean Museum, 2012), p. 6. A recent acquisition of ornamental textiles (embroidered, dyed, woven and appliquéd) from the Meiji period was made for the Kiyomizu-Sannenzaka Museum. Before making their way to Kyoto, these were exhibited alongside examples from prestigious British collections at the Ashmolean Museum of Art History and Archaeology in the exhibition *Threads of Silk and Gold*, which ran from 9 November 2012 to 27 January 2012. It is hoped that this exhibition and collection will draw attention to this neglected field of cultural and artistic exchange between Japan and the rest of the world.
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